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The heart-shaped cuivc commonly known as the Canlioide is an exceedingly interesting

one from many points of view,

Its form, length, area, Cartesian equation and generation as an epicycloid, seem to

have been first indicated by Jacob Ozanam in 1691. * Karly in 1(592 Jamem Bernoulli

showed the curve to be a catacaustic of a circle and further, that the catacaustic of the

cardioide for a luminons cusp is the (so called) "two-cusped" epicycloid or nephroid; in

the LecHones (1691—92) of his brother, John Bp:rnoulli, the cardioide was again treated

as a catacaustic. . - / , ^ 'r

A presentation of previous results was given by de l'Hopital (a pupil jf Jonr

Bernoulli) in his Analyse d. Inf. Petita etc, 1()96 p. 113-117. Similarly, we may speak

of an article in 1703 by Louis Casr^:, who wrote the first complete work on the integral

calculus.** In 1706 Carr6 discussed a portion of a curve which he derived in the manner

of a circular conchoide, but it was de Reaumur, 1708, who first pointed out that Carr£

had thus generated a part of the card'oide. The cardioide was, however, first, both

named and generated in ^ completeness as the conchoide of a circle, by de la Hire in

1707 (M^m. acad. franc); here too, it is pointed out for the first time that the cardioide

is a particular case of a Pascal Limagon. The next additions tc the cardioide properties

were made by Colin Maclaurin. In the Philos. Trans. 1718 and his Geometria Organica 1720, -

he showed that the cardioide is a pedal of a circle; that the parabola is the fourth, and

the cubic of Tschimhausen (§ 32) the fifth, negative pedal of a cardioide with respect to

its cusp. He showed further, that particular cases of curves defined by the equation

*')^''.i^:
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r^rra" cosm(9 (sinusoidal Spirals, § 33) are: the cardioide and all its cuspidal pedals

(positive and negative), the parabola (fourth negative pedal), straight line (third negative pedal),

circle (first negative pedal), rectangular hyperbola a^d lemniscate of Bernoulli. He also

found interesting expressions for the areas and lengths of such curves and the laws of

force under which a particle will describe them.

During the next hundred years, practically nothing further was added to our

knowledge of the cardioide, so we will pasb over less known names and merely note, that

some old results were given by Johannis (Ustilleoneus in 1741; by Eule« Introductio

analys. 1748 II 224-225 and by (Cramer Introd. a I'analyse des Vgnes courhes 1750.

In the present century, 1823. Quetelet showed an interesting use for the cardioide

in graphical astronomy [cf. note §7]; and a few years later, that the cardioide could,

by two stereographic projections be transformed into a conic.

In 1832-38 Magnus showed the cardioide to be the inverse of a parabola and

deduced by the method of inversion some interesting properties.

In later years further properties have been published by the physicist J. C. Maxwell,

the astronomer Richard Proctor, and Prof. Wolstenholme ; by MM. Weill, Laguerre,

Brocari); and by Profs. E. Weyr; K. Zahradnik (who in his six papers treats the

cardioide as a unicurml quartir), W. Jerabek, A. Kiefer, Siebeck etc. etc. '
*

i' "

The literatuic of the cardioide is very extended, including as it does, over 30 magazine

articles, dissertations, and school programmes (devoted entirely to the cardioide), beside

the hundreds of isolated theorems scattered about in tho memoirs and problems of the

various mathematicol journals, and other mathematical works.

We have indicated above that the cardioide may be considered as.-
i-ii 'ti/

1. An epicycloid

2. A catacaustic of a circle

3. A conchoidc of a circle

4. A pCv'al of a circle

5. A negative pedal

As we shall presently see, it is furthe»':

10. A bicircular quartic

11. A tricuspidal quartic

12. A Cartesian oval

13. A curve of the third class

6. A unicursal quartic

7. A sinusoidal spiral

8. A conic invei'se

9. A lima^on

'f

inn, \i-iuiiMf

'!!(Vt! .suru: .(>:>!£ "\i'^i

•«
14. An envelope of systems of:

(a) circles

(b) lemniscates

(c) rectangular hyperbolas
:!,ii

15. The polar reciprocal of two interesting and much

studied cubics of the fourth class

'''V ' etc. etc,''- ji> . '»t,vi.'„v^nif"ii -1WH «wu

un Vi J i-

*^***''**«'^«il»*" ;'«i"'i|'."W||lii(M!r.^< i
j»>i»i'iii|i ^i Vvii f'iitet'VywiiiiiittaiaiiwAMw < MkiAnv
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iu. The object of the present paper is to set together in a connected fashion, a series

of theorems (many are believed to be new) concerning "The Oardioide and some of its

related Curves". The scope of the paper allowed, of course, only a small selection from such

curves; those selected whicii have received a name, are indexed at the end of the thesis.

In the treatment, the only knowledge presupposed is of analytic geometry, the

calculus, and the theory of inversion.

1. Introductory Theorem. A well known theorera to which we s'lall have occasion to

refer very often in the following pages is: "If a roulette is traced by the point P, of

a curve rolling on a fixed curve, in the same plane, the line joining P to the point of

contact of the fixed and rolling curves is noinml to the rouktte."

3. The terms enicycloid and hypocycloid are opplied by different writers to a great

variety of curves; the most common definition is as follows: •

The epicycloid (hypocycloid) is the curve traced out by a point on the circumference

of a circle which rolls without sliding on a fixed circle, in the same plane, the two circles

being in external (internal) contact. ,.',.<

With EuLEK,* I will, however, adopt the following definition:

The epicycloid (hypocycloid) is the curve traced out by a point on the circumference

of a circle which rolls without sliding on the circumference of a circle in the same plane,

the rolling circle touching the outside (inside) of' the jixed circle.

That this latter is the more conect definition, is proved by the fact, that while the

former leads to an altogether unsymmetrical classification of the resulting curve", the

latter leads to a classification perfectly symmetrical. According to the former, every

epicycloid is a hypocycloid but only some hypocycloids are epicycloids; according to the

latter no epicycloid is a hypocycloid, and no hypocycloid is an epicycloid.
•* 3 '

"'"• >
r :.•*»«.,.,, •- . .. ,fi .V ».."•

• <'•'*. .,.': .•;.:, . --_•/*( '"\~t'*S)

8. Since the name • cardioide has been applied to several curves,** it will be well tc

state here, that we will use the name only in speaking of the "Cycloide geom^trique"

it.

* £ULKB was the discoverer of the double generation of the epicycloid and hypocycloid, and gave

both analytic and geometric proofs thereof in his memoir: "De duplici genesi tarn epici/eloidum quam
hypoctfcloidum", Acta aead. Petrop. Vi, 48-59, 1781. Cf. PROCTOR, "Geometry of the cycloids", 1878, Preface.

* To the oMroide or (so called) "fourousped" hypocycloid: Muv. Correap. Math. 1877, III 62, 128.

By Cbsabo, N. a. 1885 (8) IV, 257. ,, .
r^

,
',,,

, >£

To a particular case of the oblique sttvphoide by W. J. C. KlLLEB, E. T. B. XLV, 75 Ex. no. 7896.

For, the equation of an oblique strophoide has been given by Bbocart (Notes de Bibliographic dea

courbes giometriques I, 140) as r(l + mtan^/2) = d, »> and d being constants. The equation of Mr. Millar

is the particular case of this curve for m = 2. ^. t

:-, f
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of Ozauam.* This curve is the epicycloid generated by equal circles. According to onr

definition, the cardioide is not then, a hypocycloide, as so often** stated, "i; '.?'^'.k '

The point P (Fig. 1) on the circumference of a circle with centre C and radius a was formerly

ai the point 8 of the equal fixed circle or base, with ;entre ; R is the present point of

contact of the circles. Let us choose S as the oiigin of coordinates and the line S

produced, as axis of X. If SP=r and Z.PSX=0 (since Z.ROS= Z.RCPr- Z_PSX)

we find at once from the geometry of the figure, that the polar equation of the cardioide

traced by P may be written: .: ,.,!*,*, < „

(1) r^2a(l-cos0) ,, ,„ > .,,, •
, i

a form first given by Euler.t

4. If the line 0R(' be produced to meet the generating circle in Tj, we see (introduc-

tory theorem) that P T, , P E (E being the point ,vhere P R again meets the base) are respectively

tangent and normal to the cardioide at P. Whence, the tangent to a cardioide at any point

makes with the radius rector an angle equal to half the polar angle of the point : and, the

cardioide has a cusp ut o.

If « is variable, the. equation r=:2a(l -^ ccs <9) evidently represents a family ot

cardioidos: indeed those obtained by turning (1) around the cusp thro an angle of 180".

Hence, the orthogonal trajectories of a family of cardioides is another family of cardioides.

5. The line S produced meets the base again in B and the cardioide in the rertex A.

The line IS V is the axis of the curve. From (1) it is ai once evident that all cuspidal

chords of the cardioide are nf constant length, double the diameter of the base, and further,

since the lines P S, E produced meet in a point b on the base, and the figure P C b

is a parallelogram, these cuspidal chords are all bisected by the base; from § 4 we see also

that, the tangents to the cardioide at the extremities P, P* of any cuspidal chord intersect at

nght angles in jT, on a circle with centre and radius OA; while the normals to the curve

at P, P' intersect orthogonally on the base in E.

The normals P E, P' E are evidently bisected at R and J respectively, points which

are the ends of a diameter of the base.
,

:'-'. >-...' • '.. : ' i---n fy\:' '.-.i: !..fv; ''tyj- 'H^M ,.!J:-^^d.^;i!5]«4.*

;6. It is now easy to see that the circle thro the points P, T,, P', is tangent to the

base at E. Hence, the second mode of generation of the cardioide as an epicycloide, the

radius of the base being one half that of the generating circle. It is further evident, that,

* Jacob OzaN> M, Dictionaire MatMmatiques ou Idie ghiiralt de MathSmatiques, Amsterdam 1691,

p. 102-104.

• E. g.:- M. SiMOK, Analytiache Geometrit dtr Ebene, 1900, p. 299. '*«« 0*^" ;I '^Wv

t EULER, Introductio in analyain mfiniiomm, 1748 II 225.

'
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if the points T\ , T, travel uniformly and in the same direction around the circle with centre

O and radius A, the angular velocity of T^ being tu>ice that of T\ , the line Tj !/j envelops

the cardioide whose base has the same centre, and radius one third, that of the given circle.

Or, as this result may be stated (since Z.ATi = Z.OT, T^): the catacaustic of a

circle for rays radiating from a luminous point, A, on its circumference, is a cardioide whose

vertex is at the luminous point and whose base has the same centre, and radius one third

that of the given circle.*

7, Yet another point of view.

If PC be produced to meet the generating circle again in Q, the line BQ meets

the base in E and the generating circle in F. We see that the line PF is perpendicular

to S P anrl B F, and that B F = B S. Hence our cardioide is the pedal of its axial circle,

with respect to a point, S, upon it.**

Since the circles on the focal radii of a parabola as diameters are tangent to the

tangent at the vertex of the parabola, w? can now infer the theorem first stated by

Quetelet:*** The locus of the vertices of the parabolas with a common focus, and passing

thro a fixed point, is a cardioide with vertex at the fixed point and cusp at the common focus.

Converse!}', if the vertex of a parabola lies on a cardioide whose cusp is at the focus of the

parabola, the parabola will pass thro the cardioide's vertex.

.nH\M,S. From the results of § 5 we infer the well known fact first stated by de la HiRE,t

that the cardioide is a conchoide of a circle: the reason of the name is, that the mode of

generation is analogous to that for the conchoide of Nicomedes which has a straight line

instead of a circle, as base. From b along S b produced, we measure in both directions,

lengths bP, bP', each equal to the diameter of the base circle; the locus of P, P' is a

•cardioide. ft ;,„,„,,^:.. v..A.i:.. „,,. .^. r ....^ ,.,....- ,.. ...... ^: . >,. ;:,^.

^'A -.:. :'-. .r .-, . ;
.

'.' ^ •: ' • .
•

.
r -,;,'.;•

• Theorem first stated by James Bebnodlli, A. E, June 1692, p. 291-296. ,
' '

. ^

* Theorem due to Maclaurin, PhUoa. Trans. 1718, p. 803-812. .
J •. ;'..

** Nottv. mim. acad. Bntxelles, 1826, III 116 [Memoir read Feb. 1829]; QUETELET returns to the

theorem a second time later in the same volume p. 169-171 "Memoire aur quelquea constructions gra^

phiques des orbites planitaires" . Aft^r three observations a parabolic orbit is, from the above theorem
at once determined in its plane, since its vertex is the point of intersection of three cardioides.

f Mim. de I'acad. royale d. sc, 10. Dec. 1707, p. 50-64. CanTOE (Vorlesungen ilber die Geaehichte

d. Math., Til, 1898, p. 772-778) ^ives as the history of the cardioide that it was named, and generated

as a conchoide, by Castilleoneus (Fhil. Tn ns. no 461, 1741, p. 778- 881) : that the curve was in part

imagined by Carre (Mim. acad. d. sciences, 28. Feb. 1706, p. 56-6^) who attributed the knowledge to

. "Koeuorsma". The name Koenersma is incorrect ; it should be KoSrsma. The cardioide was imagined
at least a dozen times in its completeness before Castilleoneus : in fact by Cabb£ himself (MSm. aead.

d. sc, 24. July 1703, p. 183). For others see the "Historical Sketch" p. 1-2.

ff It is well known that if the lengths b P, b P' be measured equal to some other constant

length, than the diameter of the base circle, the points P, P', trace a lima90n of Pascal. '

%
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A second curve of the Greeks with which the cardioide has an analogous mode of

generation is the Cmoide of iJiocles. For, from equation (1) it is at once evident that

points on the cardioide we arc considering, may be found by means of the circles with

diameters B D, S D. Any chord tliro 8, cuts the smaller circle in S, and the larger

in l\. From S measure the length SP=:S, P, : the locus of P is the cardioide.

Now tor the cissoidc of Diodes we take a circle with diameter S D, and the tangent

to it at D (which may be considered as anotlier circle, of infinite radius). Any line dr8'.vn

thro S meets those two circles in Si, Pi respectively; from S measure SP='5, P, : the

locus of p is the cissoide of Diodes whose equations* are at once found to be

, (2) y-(2a — x)= x'« or r=2 asin 6>tana

ii

9. It will be interesting at this point to seek the locus of the point of intersection

V{y' fe>'), of corresponding tangents to the cardioide and its generating circles. Since the

arcs S R, PR are equal, the tangent to the base at R bisects S P perpendicularly in p.

We have then 2 0':::^Q and r 2 = r'cos 6' = a (1 —cos 0) or r'~2asin 6' tan 6' the very

cissoide wo have above considered. Hence, ihi' locus of the point of intersection of

the tangents at ccrrespondinff points of the cardioide and its generating circles is a cissoide of

Diodes. .-' ',;,.;;>-/;>,-.. ^•.r.^.

To the conjugate points P, P' of the cardioide will correspond the pair of conjugate

points p, i»' of the cissoide of Diodes, subtending a right angle at its cusp. M. Cazamian

has shown** that the envelope of the line pp' is an hyperbola with vertex S. • •"'"r^^ivi

Since the line F8 when produced passes thro J we can infer the following theorem:

If the base angle, J, of an isosceles triangle JPTi moves round a given circle with

centre 0, while the middle point of the base (which always passes thro 0) also moves on the

circle: if furthermore, the side bordering the tracing angle always passes thro a fixed point S,

of the circle, the rertejc of the triangle traces out a cissoide of Diodes, while the free side

envelops a cardioide. If S = a and S be taken as origin, iffurther, r', r be the radii vectores

of the cissoide and cardioide respectively for a given S, r' :r^=-tan S:tan 6/2.

"* It may be worth no'ing that, referred to tho point, (- a, o), as origin the equation of this-

r l + (tanj*)" - '

cissoide issumcs (in polar coordinates) the graceful form. — =:
. . The equation of the-

l-(tan-^d)%

pedal of the curve with respect to the origin may be written:

1—1 —I^ = 2 tan _.
V9a«-i

Hi

* N. A. 18W (8) Xm, 803.

— tan-

'i '!

J. If .1,

r
or

l+(tanVg^) '"

'i'^k!^

, ''/-ifa'/ .•>> i.V-5ri!as.'t!.i

mi^i'^ MMMM
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1 Suppose now, that instead of two drclea, as above, we take as ground curves the cardioide

and cissoide, we get the interesting result: Thro S is drawn any chord cutting the cardioide

in P and the cissoide of Diodes in P'*; from S measure off in this chord SL = PP", the

locus of L is the conchoide of Nicomedes with the same cusp and asymptote as the cissoide

of Diodes, its equation being r=2a(- ^ 1). ' ':
:

*

10. The angle SRO= Z.ORE; hence (last theorem § 6) the evolute of a cardioide is a

<ardioide of one third the linear dimensions, whose base has the same cmtre as that of the

original curve and tvhose vertex lies at the cusp of the original curve.

Observing that FBS is an isosceles triangle, perpendiculars on whose side and base

are SE, BR respectively, we can now state the theorem: One side, B S, of an isosceles

Mangle FBS is held fast while the other turns about the vertex B; the line joining the feet

of the perpendiculars from S and B on the opposite sides, envelops a cardioide.

Consider B as origin and (g, 0) the coordinates of the point of intersection of

SE,BR: then BE/t)=:2acos6/e=cos0/2. But <f- 6/2 whence the locus of the point of

I'K^r ':^ft''^^hn' ' .^y^:^>^. " :'

COS 2 $ .

intersection of SE,BR is the curve defined bij the equation P "2a-^-_^^ i. e.. « right

^trophoiMf^^' *''''":'"''' ''"'"" ^'"" "' '^-'''-
' _

Similarly B S Pi being an isosceles triangle, the locus of the point of intersection of

n cos2f?»

FS and Bb is a stropiioide, whose equation may be witten: Q=—
'^^f,Qg^-

Further, if the radii vectores of thi^ strophi de (S origin), be produced the constant length

co'i20
^a we net the sextic curve r=2a(l ^—^) which is also found by producing the cardioide

' "' cos o

radii vectores, S P, the length SP" eiual to the corrsponding cissoide radii vectores.

11. Let us again refer to our triangle FBS and seek the locus of the centre of its

nine-point circle. If its centre be f(r, 6) we easily find for its equation r = BR— tB

a
a si'tf'i'-'r «i

2 a cos 9 — which defines a Trisectrix of Maclaurin with double point at B
2 cos

and asymptote x=-a/2: a curve of great elegance and, as we shall see, related to the

cardioide in a variety of ways. Similarly, the locus of the centre of the nine-point cirde of

the triangle P^SB is the Maclaurin trisectrix r=^-^—^—2acosS, whose dovMe point is at

the cusp of the cardioide and whose asymptote is the cardioide's double tangent.

This curve is indicated in Fig. III. * 4 ^

t
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1)K. Let us again turn to our circle with centre and passing thro a luminous point A^
and suppose a ray emanating from A to be reflected from the circle n times, instead of

once, it is a well known theorem, given for example by Cayley,* that the envelope of the
nth ected ray, or the nth catacaustic of the circle, is an epicycloid whose base haa

^A 8nafor radius iiVlo„ .-T "-"d the radius of whose generating circle is
-'

",*t^n-j-i ° 2n4-l

For n= l we evidently iiave the cardioidc treated in § 6. For n:=2 we find

the (so called) "two-cusped" epicycloid or nephroid.** Its shape and position are indicated

by tlie dotted form of Fig. 1. ,i^ ,.,„,^ ,^^

For n =: 11 we get the epicycloide of "eleven cusps" which is the curve enveloped

by the line joining the hands of a watch, supposing the hands to be of equal length.

V i J 'M^f if- ^, •-

18. If 8, be a luminous point of the cardioidc, from which the ray S P (parallel to C>
emanates, this rxy will be reflected from the curve in the direction P C, since Z.SPE=ARPC.
Hence, the catacauxtlc of a mrdinide for a .luminom cmp is the envelope, of the dia-

meter {thro th" tracin;/ point), of its ij, leratimi circle i. e. a nephroid and indeed the very
nephrod of figure I; with the same base as that of the cardioide, and generating^

circle with diameter RC. This interesting, tho little known theorem is due to James.
Bernoulli.***

I-/ i.'ii'- H f^ ''f - 1^-jnU'^i^.

14. With centre and radius C describe a circle. The line thro C, parallel to the
X-axis makes with the angle 6. Hence the theorem due to HuYGHEN8,t 1678. The
nephroid we have been consideriuf/ in the catacaustic of a circle (with centre and radius C)

for rays parallel to the X-aris.
^

\ M(^^ -i ' »>^<'i>-%

* "A memoir on •austies", Philos. Trans. 1867, vol. 147.
'

-
"

. " ^-
•*.•--.«-'

* I have followed Proctor {Geometry of Cycloids 1878) In using this name. It is to be noted
however, that T. J. Frekth (Proc. London Math. Soc. 1879, X 228) so names the curve r = ii(l + 2 sin &j2)
a curve of which he makes use to describe a regular heptagon in a circle. The polar equation of

(r \ 8/ 2/ 8/
-j '» = (sin t/2 ^) '« + (cos ij8 §) ''».

,;.

* A. E. June 1692, p. 291-296. f i-^*
^ ''^> .,,

t Train de la lumikre, 1690, p. 128-124. As is weH k^iown tfeiiswork was written in 1676 and
in that year known to members of the French Academy. The theorem was first published by
TSCHIRNHAUSEN, A. E. Nov. 1682, p. 364-365 but was known to him still earlier (17. April, 1681) as we
see in one of his letters to Leibnitz (Vgl. Math. Schriften v. Leibnitz herausg. r. Gerhardt IV 484, 1869).
The curve was further studied, and for the first time drawn in its completeness by TscHlRNHAtJSBir
A. E. April 169.>, p. 169-172: Feb. 1690, p. 68-73. v ., ,r.^ ^ f^Xm\\i,m *
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15, If f 1 be the foot of tlie perpendicular from tlio cusp S of the cardioide on its tangent

at any point P, the locns of Fj is the _first posit'u e vnnpidal pedal of the cardioide. I have

named this curve a Caijlfy Sejctic, for reasons wliich will appear lato.-; it will evidently

be tangent to the cardioide at its vertex, will pass thro Hs cusp, and have a double point

where the double tangent of the cardioide meets its axis produced.

Suppose now that 8 V\ be produced to F' so that S F, — F, F'' ; it is rot hard to

show, on making use of our introductory theorem, that F' P is normal at F' to the curve

traced by F' ; and is, moreover the direction of the reflection from the cardioide of any

ray SP emanating from S. But the locus of F'', is simply the above Cayley Sextic doul)led

in its linear dimensions. Hence, (§ li<), flu- rmlnte of tluK C'n/hif sfrdr is a nephroid

and indeed the one considered in the last two paragraphs.

i

16. This nephroid is, however, the ovolute* of another nephroid »vhose cusps coincide

with the vertices of the one under consideration; we can therefore state of the sextic of

which it is the evolutc: //' at cdch point P of the Coijhii se.rtir, ire take a lenf/fh PQ — iia

(doiuj the normal at P, toward the centre of enrnitnre, the locus of Q icill he an epicycloid

(nephroid) (jenerated by a circle of radius a rolling on a fijed circle of radius 2 a, the centre

of this fixed circle coinciding with the centre of the cardioide's hase.

The cardioide's pedal and its nephroid evolute are indicated in Fig. II. A more par-

ticular study of the se'^cic will be madj in the next chapter.

17. In closing this chapter it may be well to add a few notes of which some, will

be of use later.

From (1) we immediately find for the cardioide equation:

(3)
[ .1 - a (2 cos — cos 2 6) — a

[ y = a(2siu8— sin2e)

and

: (4) '-= f (x24-y^+2ax)2 = 4a2(x?+y2)

which on transformation to the origin 0, become:

(5)
( xi = a(2cose— cos2e)

\ y =^ a(2sine— sin2e)

and
i:;. J- .'.:-

:«tf ^T'^^lt:

ftymgi^. •! t^n.'^^J_ (xj24.y2_ a? 2 = 4 a» (xi- a -{-y2} where xi = x+a.
'iii l^\ J'S^'i-fi'J ,3,y.,. ,,uT-.i- .,., i - ... ,, . V - ..,^--i.' < ^^'t'::

* KlEFEB, Ztvei Brennlinien des Kreises, Prauenfeld 1892.

:¥. .<i
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From (3) we find dx=4asiii „ cos 'y d6; if « be the length of the arc of a car-

dloide measured from the cusp and if v' '>e the angle which any tangent makes with the

d X SS S
X-axis, -v=: cos v' = cos „; therefore ds = 4asin ,=rd6.or

ds 2 2 '

(7) s = 8a(l cos-g)

or

, (8) s = 8a(l— cos ^-) which is Whewell's intrinsic equation of the cardioide.

It will be noted that (7) is exactly the form for he length of the arc of a cycloid.

This is not chance but a special case of a theorem of Steiner.* ^"

"If any curve roll on a straight line, the length of the arc of a roulette described by

any point in the plane of the curve, is equal to that of the corresponding arc of the curve's

pedal, taken with respect to the generating point as origin." .' ~ -

Hence, if a circle roll along a straight line, any point in its circumference traces a

cycloid whoso length is equal to the pedal of the circle with respect to the point i. o. (§ 7),

a Cardioide . .

IS. We have already shown (§ 4) that the cardioide has one real cusp; if in (4) we

substitute 1 X(/>x, 1 y<>^y and seek the nature of the curve at the origin, defined by the resul-

ting equation, we find that the cardioide has a cusp at each of the circular points at infinity.

From tho mode of generation in § 6 it is noi hard to show that the cardioide is of the

third class. Hence, the cardioide iV a trictaqudal, bicirciilar qnartic of the third class.

The term "one-cusped epicycloid" as frequently** used in speaking of the cardioide,

is therefore incorre(;t.

Finally, results indicated by Weyr, Laguerre and Kiefer*** may bo thrown into

the following form:

The cardioide has a single focus and that a triph one at the centre, 0, of its hose.

We may consider the cardioide as a particular case (c=::o, a=b), of a Cartesian Oval

which is defined by the equation r2 — 2 (a+b cos 6) r+c^ = o, and possesses three distinct ffici. f.

•X\'
* Steiner, c-elh'x Jl. 1840, XXI 85.

. ;
'

* E. g. : L. Orlando, Mathesis 1899, (2), IX 112.vv' O O t

*** Emil Weyr "Ureovani nekonecne vzdalenych prvku utvaru geometriokych" Casopis pro p6st&-

vani mathematiky a fisiky (Prag) 1872 I 161-186 "Kaidioida" p. 183-185. Laouerbk N. A. Feb. 1878 (2)

XVII 56-69 "S«r la Cardioide". A. KlEFER "Ueber ztrei specielle Brennlinien des Kreises" (Progr. d. Thur»

gauischen Kantonscbulc) 1892 [Cardioide p. 1-26J. The cardioide foci are also treated by A. FijOHS

*' Untersuchung der Brennpunhteigenschnfteii Mhetrr algebrainchen Curven" (Diss. Marburg), 1837; Cardioide

p. 33. This author's results are incorrect since he finds that the cardioide has no foci.

. ; . f Salmon-Fiedler, "Anah/tinche Geometrie der hdheren ehenen Curvett", Leipzig 1878, p. 8lS.

i .
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CHAPTER II.

CARDIOIDE PEDALS.

Some Curves of the Family r"> = amcos m 0.

::}' ./ »,
,
ll

Posltlre Cuspidal Pedals.

19. SA is a given line of length 4a and the variable angles PqSA, PSPq, F, SP are

taken equal (Fig. 1). The perpendicular from A on SPq meets it in Po; from P„ on SP, in P; from P
on SFi in Fi. The locus of P is a cardioide (§ 7) with cu^p S and axis S A. The locus of Fi is its first

v«-» > ' '^

* -
, . !• .

/ !'• r:>"

• • - *
,

*

'•
. *

..' •

-, " . •'l.t" T - ' • • * ' •
"

positive cuspidal pedal (§ 4), a Cayley sextic. The equations of cardioide and sextic are

1/ 1/ n—S V V « -0
respectively r '=(4a) "cos—^— and r "=(4a) '* cos^—q— . From this last equation.it ••

may be at once found that the tangent to^.tibp ^;|4)|c. M f^i^^^ makes with its. ;
^*(v ...if.....vi-.^'^ I'V'"-*''/*'*-*' w -^' 1^ : !^yj%-'
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radius vector MF, an an(?le
'^
— P ',. j i. o. if wo add a fourth angle F, S K., = Fi SP =

etc. and draw the perpendicular V\V.j on SK^, the locus of h\ is the second cuspidal pedal

of the cardioid or the third pedal of a circle with resjx'ct to a point upon it The equation

of this pedal is evidently r— 4acos< '

.

4

The above geometrical constrnction can he continued; and the nth positive cuspidal

pedal of the ciardioide r- 2a(l —cos 8) may he found to have the equation:

1 1

r» + 2'= (4a)" + 2c„8'''-«
^ ^ 11+2

The corrcHpondiiiK pedal equation U\ the coidioide r — 2a(l+ cos6) is:

t I

(10) r» + ''^= (4a)" + ''*cos ",^

f»

SO. In 8 7 wo noted that a parabola with focus S and vertex V was tangent to PoA

at A. Wo can now extend the idea and deduce the following theorems: — The locus of

the I'etiires of the jHtrahohtx with <t common focux, tani/eiif to a Jijred circle thro the focun is n

Caifletf srxtic* . . . f ii ,;j.ii.,ij.
'

A series of juirohohis uith a common focitn S, are faiu/ent to a circle thro the focus, ami

with centre <}. The enrelope of, (a): the tantjentx at their rertices is a cardioide with cusp S;

(h) : their directrices is a cardioide n-ith cusjt 8 and focus 0. And in general : A series of

parabolas with a common focus are tangent to the nth cuspidal pedal of a cardioide, (the pole

heiny at the common focus) ; 'heir veiiices lie on the (n-^ii\nd pedal of the cardioide with respect

to its cusp, while the faii;/enfs at the rertices envelop its (m4- .?)•'' pedal; their directrices enrelop

a curve similar and smilarlif situated to the n + lot pedal, but of double the linear dimensions.

21. From the construction of the cardioide and its pedals in § 19 the following

theorems are evident. The envelope of the circle: described on the radi! rectores of the circle

r+ 4acosS=0 as diameters is the cardioide r''*:=(4a) '^sin 9/2 tvhose base is the locus of

the centres of the radii rectores. Conversely, the locu:t of the centres of circles tangent to a car-

dioide and j)assing thro its cusp, is a circle, the cardioide's base.

The envelope of the circles described on the radii vectores of the cardioid r '*=(4a) '«sm6/2

OS diameters is its first cuspidal pedal r l'-^(4a) '*.sm--

e+1.

mi-

; and more generally the enve0

.dA'

* This theorom is due to Stbebob N. A. 1848, VII, 45; geometrical solution by ElCEBY (ibid)

p. 194-195. The conuection of the curve with the cardioide is not noted.

!:<*"-:• '- : r
-
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SPrr o^M of thf- ciirlfs on the radii vectoren of thf n*l> mspiilnl ftnlitl of the caniiouh r '* (4n) i*nin ttj'A

in itH (n + l)»( ninitiilal pedal /•"""•' (4a)**'^^ xin
n-\-:t

The liniitlnff nine of all cuh-

pidal pedalK of the rnrdloide r '» (4n) l*sinS'2 in the eirele r la.

23. Wc saw (V'\ti. 1) that the Iocms of P was a (iurdioldc on S A as axis an<l tuiiKcnt

to PF, at P. Similarly, the cardioido on SPO as axis passes thro F, and is tangent to

F, Fj at F, : and .so on. Hence, the envelope of the canlioides on the radii rertores of the circle

r- 4acoH& (} as axes, is the I'ayleij sextic r '* (4n) '^cosH '.i. The enrelope of the cardioides

on the radii rectores of the cardioide r ^ — {4 a) '*ro«6 2 as awes, is its second cuspidal pedal

r '* (4a) *c()sBl\, In (jeneral, the enrelope of the cardioides on the ratlii rectores of the nth

cuspidal ped"! of the ahore cardioide, as axes, is the canlioides {n + if)t'l cuspidal pedal:

1 1

.n-^4 (4n)»-^*cos
8

n + 4'

Ti-

ns. The t'ayley Sextio r 4aco8' „ or 4(xa+y2 + ax)« 'i^A^\^+y^)^.
•I

Altho this curve was first found (and indeed as a cardioidal pedal) l)y Maclaurin,*

I have so named it, because the nature of the c"rve, geometrical constructions for the same,

And its place in the theory of catacaustics were first treated by Oayley* who did not

however, indicate any connections with the cardioide.

In § 19 we have indicated one geometrical -onstruction for the curve ; this will now

be followed by two others.

We have a circle of radius a whose centre o) is the origin, and a line A whose,

equation is x— m. A tangent at any point Q of the circle meets A in T and the perpen-

dicular from Q on A meets it in M. The perpendicular MN on QT is produced to P so

that MN=NP. Let us find the locus of P(x, y) whose ordinate is PR. If Z. Qo>X= © we

find MN ==
» /sM P = (m— a cos 6) cos e. Whence without difficulty

X= m— 2 (m— a cos 6) cos * € y = a sin 6— 2 (m— a cos S) sin 6 cos ©

or

x = 2acos8©_m(2cos2©— 1) y=asine(2cos2e+l)— 2msin0co8e
" or

MacLAUBIN, P/tihs. Trans., 1719, no. 366. — CaylkY, "A supplementary memoir on caustics", Fhil.

Trans., 1867, VoL 167, p. 7-1 «. Collected Math. Papers, V, 464-464; E. T. R. IV, 70-71, Question 1771;

.p. 107, Question 1812. — Plaoob (Progr. Beoklinghausen) 1868, p. 18-21. — W. J. C. MiLLEB, E. T. B.

1894, LX, 69. — BABISIBN, /. M. Sept. 1895, II, 376-877. — Prof. V. Retali, J. 8., Feb. 1897,

p. 32-85 "Note s»r une courbe du sixihne ordrtf'; I. M. July, 19C0, VII, 244-246. *''"-'^
*^l''^>v- .
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x= jj » cos 8 — moos 2ft -f j. cosBft

y= 2 a Nine— in sin 2 «-f * 8in3»

••v

('AYLKY proved that these equations also define the i>nvelo|) of the circles with their

centres on the above circle and tangent to A. Now, I say, eqns. (11) define our Cayley

.
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-^ ' It waa shown t><y Oayley that the curve \h of the sixth degree and the fourth <dasH;

that it lias six cnsps, four doulile points and three double tanK^nts. A study of the cui-ves d(>flnod

by (11) will make clear that the apparently simplt^ point S (Fig. II), aDd the two cinnilar .

points at infinity, are triple points formed l)y the uaiion of two cuspM and a douiilu point;

with tho dou))le point, 0', all singularities are then accounted for. The position of

the conjugate imaginary doul)le tangents is treated l>y Retail.
*

It may bo noted in closing this paragraph, that if (Pig. 1) we measure off In

SPo, lengths 8F-SF, , the locus of F will be the curve r=4acos>H, none othor than tho

^mpU folium* pedal of a Steiner hyporyrhmie or tricuapide with respect to a cusp.

\

1

*s the-

id ai&

t9 \^.

ween

any

note

allel

)Dces

Negative Cuspidal Pedals.

,
94. Iletni*ning to flg. 1 we sec, that since the perpendiculars at the ends P of the

«ardioide rudii vectors envelop the axial circle, this circle is tho Jir$t neyatire pedal of the

cardioido (traced by P) with respect to the cusp S; so also the second Is tho point A; the

third, the line thro A perpendicular to SA, while the fouiih neyative pedal in the paraholn

r/»siuf^/2 (^a)'''", tmced by iV^, {Fuj. IV) trhich is the im-ersej; of the fundatiiental rardioide

with renpect to a circle of radius 4 a about its cusp.

It will be found more convenient if wc choose a parul)ola whose parameter is one

quarter of tho above, i. e. whose equation is r(l— co8©)= 2a. This curve will be th©

inverse of the cardioide v/ith respect to a circle of radius 2a; and conversely. •

'

Its position is indicated in Fig. I: S is the focus. The directrix of the parabola

inverts into the cardioide's base, while the tangent at the vertex inverts into iti;' pxial

circle. The curves cut orthogonally on the line LiLj perpendicular to tho axis at 8. ,

9iO. Any cuspidal chord P8P' of the cardioido when produced meets the circla of

inversion in P,, P, and the parabola in Q', Q". Evidently SP.8Q'=:SP'.SQ"=.(2a)«

=:SP? = SPil Hence, the point-pairs (Q'P), (P> Q") fomi harmonic ranges with Pi, Pi.

.'*.

* First studied by ViVIaNI Qulnto libra di Enclide, otero Seienze universale delle proporzioni apiegatt

eolle dottrine de Galileo de Vincenzo Viviani, Pirenze 1647. — Later treated by MaoLAURIN, Oeometria

Organica, 1720, p. 113, ED. BAETL, "Ueber ate Eilinie", (Progr. Kaadner) 1873; (Progr. Prag) 1879, »

p. 15-17. - G. DE LONOOHAMPS, J. S. 1886, p. 278-275; G^om. de la mgle, 1890, r 126-127. - DR. Abmin T
"WITTSTEIN, "Notiz fiber daa eigentliehe Oral", A. Gr., 1895, XIV, 109-111: 241.

t First pointed out by MAGNUS, Crelle 1832, IX, 135-138; Aufgaben u. Lehrsfltzen aux d. ana-

Itftiachen Geometrie der Ebtne, 1888, p. 292. Properties of the cardioide have been obtained by the

method of ioversinn by: J. K. Inobam, J. W. Stubbs, Dublin Phil. Soc. Trans., I 1842-43: Phil. Mag.
'

vol. 28, Nov. 1843. — H. M. Taylob, Mesaenger of Math., April 1866. — Chas. TaylOB, Ancient and\
modem Geometry of Conies, 1881, p. 864-358 — WbiLL, N. A. April 1881, p. 160-171, "Note sur la cardioide

et la Limacon de Pascal". — WeinmeisteE, "Die Herzlinie", Leipzig (Teubnei) 1884. - Eieas, "On
I^acaVs Limafon and the Cardioide", Kansas Unip. Quarterly, 1892, I, 89-94.

.«T,
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2tt. Further, let u.s seek the locus of the fourth harmonk point, Pf, to P>,S,P,

If the coordinates of this point are (r', 6') we have,

2a(l-cose'): ''2a(l + co.se')=r'-2a(l-co,seO: r'+2a(l-^cos©') Or

r'-^2asinS'tanO' the Cissoide of Diodes of § 8 Equation (H).

It Q' Q" be any focal chord of a parabola, the fourth harmonic point to Q', S, Q^', v.y

the point Q'" on the diiectrix.

The Cissoide of Diodes niaij therefore be considered as the directrix of the cardioide.

27. It will be interesting, and useful later, to give some applications of the theory

of inversion.

Given two fixed lines cutting in Q,

and a fixed point S not in either of them.

Thro Q and S a circle is described

cutting the fixed lines in Mi.M^. The en-,

velope of the line M,M.. is a parabola with

focus S. The point where Mi M, touches

the parabola is determined by tiic inter-
•

section of the circles thro S tangent to the

fixed lines at M,,M,. The angular points

of the triangle formed l)y three tangents

to a parabola lie on a circle thro the

focus.

Two circles intersect in Q and S. Any

straight line thro Q intersects the circles again

in Mi,M.y (a) The enrelope of the circles

thro S,M^,M],, is a cardioide with cusp S.

(b)* The tangents to the circles in M^M^

intersect on the same cardioide. '
'

From R 21 w^e further see that the

centres of the fixed and variable circles lie

on the base of the cardioide.
"

' Any three circles thro the cusp S of a

cardioide and tangent to the curve meet again

in three points M^
, Q, M^ , tchich lie in a line

Now it may be shown by inversion that: — If three circles passing thro a point, S,

again intersect in three points on a line (M, ,Q,Mi), the centres of these circles lie on a

circle thro S. Hence these results may be thrown into the following form: about the triangles

formed by drawing any four lines in a plane, circles arc described. These circles meet in a

point S aud their four centres lie on a circle, h, thro S. Let us form a system of circles, 2,

passing thro S and with their centres on a. The envelope of the system Z, is a cardioide

with cusp S and base, x. (Of. the first theorem of § 21.) ,^;,, , ; «,V ^iC*;

28. A slight investigation of the geometiy of the figure in the last paragraph leads

to: — The vertex of an angle equal to the angle of intersection of two circles, and whose sides

always touch the drdes, traces a cardioide. And finally a form of P. Mansion: — '* The

Firs*^ shown by SiBBECK. from an entirely different point of view. Crelle Jl. 1866, vol. 66, p. 361.

* Nouv. Corregp. Math. 1876, II, 189; I^EUBBBa, il, 358.

m
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triangle SM^ M.j who.^e vertex, S, is Jixed, tunis about flir teiifx, luirying ilH size hut alwatja

remaining nimilar to itself. If the side 3/, J/2 pasnes thro a Jij-eil point Q, the envelope of the

circle circumscribing the triangle is a cardioide. .
. ;^ ,, ,

, , ; ,4 ;..
, ^

Q^ ly

theory

Any

s again

circles

cusp S..

\'-i.

S

S9. If the radius vector S P of a

parabola be produced thro tlu) focus three

times its own length to Ko, K© is a point

on the circle of curvature at P.

//* one produces the radius tector PS of

any point F of a cardioide, thro the cusp S

to Kq, a distance —— PS, Kq is a point on

the circle of curcature at P.

Hence tJie chord of curvature thro the cusp of a cardioiilr is ^ r, and the radius of cur-

rature ^ sin—J-''^^^^^'' : 'A '^'--y ''•: ' ' - •"-.

The centre of curvature, K, of tlie cardioide may then be found geometrically in a

number of ways. I: In RE (Fig. I) measure off RK equal to one third of PR. II: K is

the point of intersection of QO with the normal. Ill: The points, P, R, K, E form a

harmonic range.
'

• .
'

. " '• *

,}. 80. The chjrd of a parabola sub-

tending a constant angle at the focus enve-

lops a conic having the same focus and

directrix. . -

.
-.

'
i^ ,>

If a circle pass thro the cu.»p of a car-

dioide and cut off from it an arc subtending

a constant angle at the cusp, ifs envelope is a

Limagon with the same pole and fixed circle.

?,;. SI. Finally from § 7 wo infer: — '*
^'

%^ -«. Jj^ a series of co-cnspidal cardioides intersect in a fired point, the locus of their vertices

is a parabola whose focus is the common cusp and whose vertex is the fixed point. Conversely,

If the vertices of a series of co-cuopidal cardioides lie on a parabola with focus coinciding with

the common cusp, the cardioides intersect one another at the vertex of the parabola. ,^1

Sift, It is a well known fact* that the first negative pedal of the parabola

»/«'2 6
r sin-^ = (4a) " with respect to its focus, is the curve defined by the equation :

Vs
t .;

/''cos-^— =(4a)"". or , >(-x-|-16a)3=108a(x-'+y2).
;^-*4-f*

3

Since the perpendicular at P to the radius vector of any point P of the parabola,

makes the same angle vdth the normal at P as the perpendicular from P on the parabola's

i\zy' *;
J,,"

' -.
'-'^

~

'

;'

• E. g. Salmon, Higher Plane Curves 3"> Ed 1879, p. 107. Cf. also p. 184.
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axis, this cubic is the catacaustic of the parabola for parallel rays perpendiculav to the

axis. This fact was first shown by Tschirnhausex*; hence I have called the curve

Tschinihausen's Cuhic ; it has been called cubique de VHvpital** and as one of a class

of curves which we shall consider in the next paragraph, has received several other names.

A geometrical construction for points of the cuitc is at once indicated by its polar

equation. For (Fig. IV) draw N^X.^ perpendicular to SN^ where /LN5SN\=:Z.N4SN„= Z.N3Sa.

The locus of N5 is the cubic. , ,

In fact, this construction foi- the cardioide's negative pedals may be at once generalized,

and the equation of the nth negative pedal found to be :

1

.n—2 COS ^^-(4 a)-- '^'ni

It is observed that the nth negative cuspidal pedal of the cardioide is the inverse

of the (n— 4)th positive cuspidal pedal with respect to a circle of radius 4a. In particular,

i/g 9 — 71 Vs
Tschirnhausen's Cubic r cos— -~--^(4a) henig the inverse of Cayley's Sextk j,;..

»/8 0-71 '/. V.r =(4 a) cos - ,y^-, is the polar reciprocal of the cardioide r =(4 a) cos—^— tiith respect

to the circle of radius 4a about the cusp. -^ ' '"'^' '

The polar reciprocal curve Avith respect to a circle of radius 2a is indicated in

1/

Fig. III. Its equation is r "cos—

^

o
a " and is evidently the negative pedal of the car-

dioide's inverse with respect to the same circle. The curve is a very interesting one. > u.»

Any tangent to it makes with the radius vector of the point of contact, an

n
angle

(j^
+-3"- ^^'hence, any chord thro S cuts the curve in three points the tangents at

which form an equilateral triangle.
'"'"'"

' '^^ '
'*-*=**«»*?- -^' .i^'-mi'-ip^mm^

Tschirnhausen's cubic is connected with the semi-cubical or Neil's parabola. For, by

the method of § 15, it can be shown that the catacaustic of the cubic for the luminous point

S is a semicubical parabola [since the evolute of a parabola is a semicubical parabola].

A. E. 1(590, p. (58-73. The curve has been also treated by: John Beenoulli, Opera, 1742, III
471-472. - L'HOPITAL, Inf. Pefits., 1696, § 119, p. 109-112. - Care6, Mm,,, acad. d. Sc, 1703, p. 194. -
Hayes, Fluxions, 1704, p. 238-240. — FUS8, Nova Acta Petrop., 1790, VHI, 182-200. — MiLLKK, BOOTH,
E. T. R, 1872, XVI, 77-82; E. T., Dec. 1862; March, Nov. 1863. - N. A. 1863, p. 97-104. — Moessard,
BABBIER, LUCAS, N. A. 1866, p. 21-31; 1878, p. 240; 1896, p. 5*-8*. - HAMEBLE, Le Catacaustiche delta
jmrabola, TrieMe 1877, p. 5-8. — LOED M'Laeen, Monthly Notices Roy. Astr. Soc, 1887, XLVII
p. 396 etc.; Proc. Roy. Soc. Edin. 1891, XVIII, 85. — Peesohkb, Die negatiren Fuaap^rnktett-Kurren de'r

Kegehchnitte dargestellt ala Rollairren, (Diss. Rostock), 1890, p. 7, 26, 27. — Etc.

** Cazamian, N. a. 1894, p. 307.

J>^^{,iA'A^
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.

Further, we may mention what was fiinted out by Fuss, 1790; the arc

ONs^rNPg+PjNj where to any point P., (tlie foot of wliose ordinate is N) of the panibola,

corresponds the point N^ of the cubic.

ysrhirnhaunen^n cnhif in of the fliird order, the fourth <-hts.H, irith n miffle real double

point and three poinfn of injierion (one real) at infiniti/. Tills and other properties arc found

by reciprocation but we will not continue the method further.

From § 20, by inversion we have: the hem of the eerticea of co-cnnjndal cardioides

tangent to a given Urn is a Tschirnhanfteu Cnbie.

And finally, according to the geometrical construction for the cubic which we have

above indicated we deduce the theorem : *

If a parabola ahcags has its rerfer on a giren parabola with the same focus, the

envelope of its directrix is a Tschirnhausen Cubic. •
..

Inversion of this, give- a theorem at once evident from §{5 21, 22. „

38. Now all the cardioid cuspidal pedals which we have been considering are but

particular cases of the curves defined by the equation r™ == a"* cos m 6. If <& be the angle

which a tangoat to one of these curves makes with the radius vector of the point of

I tangency ^^^ -fmO. Win. nee the name of Laquiere* as applied to the curves: spirale

(X inflexion propotiionelle. Alkgret** gave the name orthogenide, while the name spiral

sinuso'ide, now used almost entirely, was given by Haton de Goupilli6re.*** ,
s^u) t; .. -i

; ^. Beside the cardioide pedals we get a lemniscate for m=2; a circle for m= l; a car-

dioide itself for m='/»5 * parabola (i.e. a pedal) for n =— '/a; a rectangular hyperbola

for m=— 2. . .y ;.- .. •• V ^
;-.

. ,. .. ,,^,^ .- ,• ;

84. I will now prove the following theorem which has several special cases of

interest: If be the pole and P any point of the curve r"= a"cosmS, and if with for

pole end P for vertex a curve similar to r'*=a\cosnS he described, the envelope of all such

~ mn
curves is r'"'**"= a'""*"*'co«-^^a "'^*#*^.-''^^i'; '^^^^^^^^ '' ^^'^ .^?;^!v;y ';^i..wm''fe

m-\-n
Iff

^^
We have (Fig. 3) I^acos'^me' ^r -^

*^-
^-f^tu/ ^..r T;. .t.ii|^

1

r=7cds° u (©-©')=: a cos '"m 0' cos " u (6>- 6-) Fig, 8.

N. A. 1883, p. 118.

** Annales de I'icole normale aupetieure, (2), II, 167, 187.-<.

**• "Thise de Micanique: sur le ntouvement d'un corps etc.", iSST, p. 83.

V. '":..
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:^=

..- >- Diflferentiating and setting dr/d©' equal to zero, we get sin(m+ne' - ne) =

whence ©'=
^^^ ^

6 and hence the equation of the envelope.

The theorems of §§ 21, 22 are at ouce deduced as special cases. Further, if m= -«/8or2
n= 2or2/,) we liave:— The envelope of a tterien of lemniscates whose ajres arc the radii vectorta

of the curve r '— a'^cos" is a cardioule. Or, if a series of ounces r^''= a ^""coh^^- similar tho
o

the central pedal of the letnniscale r^=a^ cos it 8 be described on the radii vectores of the lemnis-

cate as diameter their envelope is a cardioide.
, , > Similarly

The enrelope of a series of rectamjular hifperholas r^cos2B= a^, with a mnmon centre

and vertices on the curve r =a cos ^ is a cardioide. Or, the envelope of the curves

«/» 'k ve ,, ^.. . ,
.

"

'"'
'

'•
'

'
' "' ''

"

r =a cos
,.

on the radit vectores of the hyperbola r^cos2 6=a^ as axes is a cardioide.

'U »;4 3eOn the radii rectors of the curve r '.=a cos -^ as axes, are described the curves

f .^- rl'^:'r =a cos
2 .

i«w fHjWoj}<' ^s rtmrrf»o/t/« — or, turned about, as above.' '

'/i 3 S 'liOn the radii vectores of the curve r COS-^ =a as axes, are described the cmres

r =a COS g ;
their enrelope is a cardioide: and turned about, as above.

,
,..\.,

The enrelope of the cardioides on the radii vectored of the Bemoullian Lemniscate us axes
is the lemniscate's second central 2)edal ; etc. ,

'

And in general:

—

The envelope of the cardioides similar to r ^^a*cos- on the radii vectores of the curve

T ^ = a ^ COS -y- rt.s axes is the cuire r^'^*= a^'^^—cos where A is a positive integer.

These are, of course but a selection of the infinite number of theorems which could
he stated.

Interesting properties of the curve r'*=a'^'cos^ and its inverse r''*cos—= a*'*

have been given by W. Roberts.*

mi. We will close this section, in pointing out one more theorem for spiral sinusoides

and a special case:

* Journal de M(Uh. purea rt appliques, (l) XII, 447.

* ' .. - * *

.
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The polar rtciprocal of the curve r"'=a"'cosmS with regard to the hyperbola r^cosSO—a*

.'.- ...<

Ml

. m+1 tn £.
AS r cos 7O-=0

m+ J

m+1
] i

.
: I .( .: ; 1 1-'; I

»

'

For, it is not liard to sliow that the equation of any tangent to the curve r =:a cos 7116

is, a-cos m + lfJ + ysinm -f 10=aco8™m6. The equation of the polar of the point

{x,,yi) with respect to the hyperbola i'*cos2©=a2 is xxj— yy,= a2. If these lines are

m
identlal we get x,= acosm + 16/co8 m6, yi= — a sin m + 10/cos m©, or

cos<P _ sin$
where $=—m + i6. Hence etc.

..X c.
"• m V

cos —-ri- cos

?'*;"'

Hence, (§ 32) the polar reciprocal of the cardioide r'^—a'*conS.2 with respect either to

ihe hyperbola r^co82Q-=^a'^, or the circle r—a, is the same Tsckimhaustn Cubic r l^cos-^=:a^'*.

&

rj-^|,itt^,''»ibi I'd^'Atj^i'^iV

= V:-^^ <¥V,V-.

»

The first focal pedal of a cardloide and its inverse,
r ^ >><

S6. Taking the focus of the cardioide as origin, we see that if {q, $) be the coordinates

•of the point of intersection of a perpendicular from the origin on any tangent, TjT,,

5=3 a sin -^ and9= -5 ;i/2 or Q——q— ; .•. e=3asin—g—. Setting for {q, ^), (r, 6), the

equation of the first tangential focal pedal may be written: . ^/ I -^^^
,i^;,.

(14) r=3asm—s—=3acos—«

—

Since the focus of the cardioide is the focus of its evolute, we see (§ 10 first theorem)

that the equation of the first normal (i. e. the normal is treated as the tangent just above)

focal pedal is:

(15) r= a cos 0/3.

From § 29 we further find (since the normal makes an angle^— ^ with the axis)

that the Radial Curve* of the cardioide has for equation:

V>',,M'/'-
•

J'*^

30 n

* The Radial Carve or Radial of a given carve, is the locus of the ends of the vectors drawn

frou a given point parallel and equal to ih» curve's radii of curvature. These carves were first named
and defined by R. TUOKEB, £. T. Feb. 1868 etc.

^^^

^<

•*MAMU*.1-Mfr».
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(16)
;.....W,. Ha . ni2+8 Ha 8—31

= 3^*^^ 3 •

r^ySin .^

•Vl^'Vt-vW-J^S&'rl ' V'

From (14) (15) (1(5) wc infer: ^A*' »Y<//fV?/ ^///w of a curdioide, and its focal, taiujential

and nnnHiil j>edals are nittiilnr Hhodoned* The jiohir reciprocal of tjic rar<liolde with respect to

a circle of ratlins ¥ ' a nhout the focus, is the Epif ir/iosc eijiinfion is rcos' .j
-= ai2. [For, the

I is o

polar reciprocal of a curve is the inverse of a pedal of tliis curve]. • - ' • , •

-

»7. Referring to the cusp of the cardioide as orij?in the equations of this polar recip-

rocal assume other forms. The equation rcos ^ = a/2 becomes 2r (-Icos .^
- cos6>)=3a, or

-rcose+4r(^*y-'^J^or-2r3cos0 * a3 = 3ar2or(x2-!-y2)(2x * 3rt)-a3 = o. If for x

we substitute — x, we have the Cartesian equation of the polar reciprocal, which on trans-

formation to the cusp becomes: (x t a* • y2)(2x-a) 4 a3= ov'''''^'S.:^''''-^'~'' ::<'Ai^r^tif^!^ ..-[.'^ <*-

(17) (x2 + y2)(2x- a) -4 4ax2=:o . ., swp,, . ^ V ' -^

(IH) 2rcose=a(l-4cos2e).
if '•'- H-M-r-

This last equation we at once recognise as that of the Trisectrijc of Maclunrin treated

in § 11.
,

. .-, _^>ri ;; -;^---->. ..i^i' >;-t^»«y-
-ii^''

Therefore, the polar reciprocal of a cardioide icith respect to a circle about its focus, is a

Maclaurin Trisectrix. ,
"^

"
xit- , ii -

Equation (17) may bo thrown ints the more usual form'^-V^ "
i^r -'*''^''*^' f-?^|^'

(19)

' *.•' ."',; k .**F^- t'^

Let us turn the axis about the origin thro an angle of 225", and the equation of the

trisectrix may then be written:

t -.i-f ,|c;j. ... »r

(r^)'+y'»-3(a2V7)y.

««|t&ef!'

i.-\ >

Name first applied by GuiDO Grandi to curves of the family

r=aco8k^, because ot* the fancied resemblance to roses. They are epitro-

choids and can be easily constructed geometrically. Fi,';. 4. The arcs AN,
A H are in a given proportion k. fn O H take O M equal to the perpendicnlar

from N on O A= a; the locus of M is the curve r=aGosk^ if d be measured
from a perpendicular to O A.

"'"^ ^i>^^»-
p.^ ^

f Name given by Aubby (J. S. 1895, p. 2)1) to the inverse of the Bhodoneae: rcos k^= «.
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Hence, the Trixeelrix of Mnchturin jxissex, hy the ren/ .vmple fmnsformntion x—^lx',

y = H' over into the folitm of Dencatiex, a fact first shown by Maclaurin*. '
.

'' '"!/i»' '-'>!
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» AM
Eqnation (IH) may be written

:

r = —

a

sin2e

*nd in the next chapter, § 45, we will sec that the tangent.s to the trisectrix at the

•origin make an angle of 120o with one another. Whence,

The Trisecfrij- of Maclaurin is an Aratieidei: its inrerse with respect to a circle about the

double point is an hijperbola whose asijmpfotes are parallel to the tangents to the trisectrix at

4he double point.

The right strophoide (§ 10) is the inverse of a rertanyular hyperbola with respect to

a circle about the vertex.

88. The Cissoide of Diodes, strophoide, and Maclaurin Trlstctrix are respectirely pedals

of a parabola tvith respect to its vetiex, the foot of its directrix, and the symmetrical point from

ihe focus tvith regard to the directrix.

This theorem is easily shown from the following geometrical construction for the

three curves. Given a circle with centre B and diameter OA: BO is bisected in C and pro-

duced to D and E so that BO= CD= OE (Fig. 5). The lines A„Aj,A,„'/,„(/3 are drawn

Maclaubin, Fluxions 1742, I 262-268, French ed. 1749, p, 198. It was hero that the curve was
studied for the first time ; and it was for this reason, (and the fact that if Pi be any voiQt on the curve (Fig. Ill),

.APi 0A= 3£. Pi S A), that the curve is so named. It has been further studied by:— WassebscHLEBBN,
"Zur Teilung dea Winkeh', A. Gr. LVI, 335-336, 1874. — WOLSTENHOLME, Math. Problems, 1878, no. 1840.

WOLSTENHOLME.NashTownsbndE. T. 1881, XXXV, 6&. — B. Svowm,"Beitmg zur Trisection des Winkela"

A. Gr. 1883, LXIX,224. — P. S. SCHOUTE, J. S. 188ft, p. 221-222; Archives Nierlandaises XX, 76-78, 1885:—
"Sur la Construction des Courses Unicursales par jwints et par tangents". — 6. DE LONOCHAMFS, "Trisectrice

-de Maclaurin", J. 8. 1885, p. 176-179; SuppUment au coura de mathimatique apeciales, I" Ed., p. 159. — L^an-

nuaire de fassociation franfaise, congria de Grenoble, 1885. — HabiCH, Gaccta cientifioa 1885 no. 9-12,

p. 248 etc , "Division de tine angulo en Parties iguales". — D'AlhbxdA Lima, Journal de Sciencias Matho-
maticas e astronomicas (Coimbre, PortU|;al) 1885, p. 13, "Sobre une curva do tercio gras". — J. KOEHLEB,
*'Exercises de geometrie", !'• Partie 188P, p. 809. — G. DE LONOCHAMPS, J. S. IBbQ, p. 204-206. —
D'OOAONE, J. S. 1886. p. 255-256; 1887, p. 193-199, "Note sur la cardioide et la trisection de Maclaurin". —
•G. DE LONOCHAMPS, Comptes Rendus 7. Mars 1887, CIV, 676-678: "Sur la rectification de la

trisectrice de Maclaurin au moyen des iranseandantea elliptiques' .
— CATALAN, Ertract of a letter

•dated, Feb. lO*"" 1888 relative to the Cardioide and Trisectrix, J. S. 1888, p. 116-119. — Sv^CHNICOFF,
"Sur la polaire reeijnvque de Vepicyclo'ide [Cardioide]", 3. 8. 1890, p. 169-170. — G. DE LONOCHAMPS. Oiometr'^e

de la rigle, 1890, p. 102-104. — H. Bbocabd, J. S. 1891, p. 245-246. — Lemaiee, Malo, N. A. 1892,

(8), XI, 49-70. — Dspkez, Mathesis 1893, Question 852, p. 274. — AUBBY, J. S. 1896, p. 82-33. —
H. BBOCABD, I. M., 1898, p. 104. — V. JabABEK, Mathesis 1899, p. 61-63: "Sur la Trisectrice de

Maclaurin". — E. N. Babisien, J. S. June 1899, p. 139-140 [If. a=2BJ.

f Name given by Prof. W. Heymann to the curves r=c
sinni^ sinnd

r=c ;. . (SchlCmilob
8in(n-l)i?'' " 8in(n-f 1),^

Zeitsohrift "Ueber Winkeltheilung mittelst Araneiden" Nov. 1899.
-f'^'
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perpendicular to AE thro the pontM A,B,C,J),K respertirehf. An,, chord 0{i of the circle,

cuts A, in *i,; A, in «J,; A3 in 6^. Mcmnre off (>(\ = d6,; OC., = \d; 0C\^.6^d. The locm
of C\ is the cissoide of Diodes with as,,m,,tote A, ; of C„ the sfrophoide with asymptote d^:
of C^ the irisrctrijr of Machwrin with asymptote r/,,; the donhle points of all three curvM
are at 0.

'\i' '.'«',

4f 1,

I rtv; 'tA ".;|k >>«»> ft Ar\f

'«*^

fA

1

a

; I«5' 'r

^«'"' consider for example the trisectrix (locus of C3); we would have to prove that
the perpendicular C„PtoO(iata, is tangent to the parabola with focus A and directrix A,;
in other words, to show that the point of intersection of C„P and the perpendicular thereto
from A, is on the tangent at the vertex of the parabola. This fact is evident, since
0(i„= C3(i. Suppose that Q(x,,y,) is the point of intersection of the lines thro «Jg and d
parallel to OA and A, respectively. If LdOA=e and 6 be chosen as origin we have
x,= 2acos2e y.=atan« or on eliminating 8, y,8x,+a2(xi-2a)= which defines the.

cubic commonly known in England as the Witch of Agnesi*

89. On expressing the condition that the line x+;y:=p, [/=yzi] is tangent to-

our cubic (17), we And that, the curve has a double focus at the origin (i. e. the cusp

* This curve was named the Versiera by Agnosl in her "Instituzioni analitiohe etc.", 1748. The
curve was also studied by Gregory "Geom. pars universalis", 1667; Barrow "Leotiones ceometricae"
1672; Newton, Fluxions.

^ ''

ijaBraTTrT 1 ii0^ r*!^SSStSSiii^K^Si
iwwwmi^^ iiiM "min i I

r ,ii rrniiaiUFTii-iini-aiiiitr. iiwarairawriiTjaMWB
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of the cardioido sec Fig. Ill) and two single foci at the points —a, Ha. Let r,, r,,, r,

,

be the distances of any point on the curve from these three foci respectively. Then we find

'i^'^'^^-

I
.

; I',' 4ax2 , R> , (4x-3a)«
^* ~ 2x-a ' •'

~ 2x-a ' '

~
2x-a

«—

.

Whence the vector equation of the curve:

(20) r,±2r.+3r„=
tlie positive sign being taken for tlie sinuous branch; the negative for a point on the oval.

See . Fig. III. < . -..„,....>
For other properties and several elegant geometrical constructions of the curve,

consult the bibliography above.
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CHAPTER III
4 ' I '

1
1 1- .'^f '

II,"' *'\l'.'^.

TANGENTS, NORMALS.

40. The equation of a tangent to the cardioido r= 2a(l-cos9) at the point (r,©) is: —
3e

(21)

of a normal;

(22)

xsin
2

3© . 1 o "
yeos -J, =4asin8-g-

36
.

.30 . . . Q „„Q-
X cos -ft-+ysm -g-= 4 asm« g cos -g-

From Equation (21) and the fact that the cardioid is of the third class, we h ,ve the

theorem: — In any direction three lyarallel tangents can he drawn to a cardioide: qnd the

j)oints of contact of mich tangentu subtend angles of 12(f^ at the cusp.

If these radii of contact be produced to cut the curve a second time, the tangents

at these points will be parallel to one another, and perpendicular to the above three

tangents. We see then, that there are two sets of tangents to the cardioide, which cut

one another at right angles. (1) Those whose points of contact subtend angles of 180o at

the cusp. (2) Those whose points of contact subtend angles of 60o at the cusp. The

locus of the points of intersection of the first set, we found (§ 5) to be the circle with

centre at the focus of the cardioide, and tangent at its vertex. The locus of the points

of intersection of the second set is the LimaQon of Pascal whose equation is: —

(23)
3a —

r=-2-(V3 + 2oos6)

and which is an epitrochoid, generated by the rolling of a circle of radius
3V8^i

on an
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equal circle, tho point of generation l)eing distant ^ a 2 from tlie centre of the rolling

circle. Hence, thr cotuphtf orthoptic rune of n nirilioitlf is, a chrlf anil a I'ltxrol l/ntia^on.*

Referred to the centre of its Ijuse, 0, as origin, the Cartesian equation of tho Liniagun

may be written (after Wolstcnholme)

:

,y»r.

(24) H (x''+y»-9ai«j«-|-f>4 a*(x2-|-y2 - })a2)4-Kl (2x- 9 a) as=--o.

''i The curve (which Is indicated in Fig. II) will evidently have a node at the point

'where the axis of the cardiode produced, meets the double tangent; and, the points R,, R,

where tho double tangent meets the tangents parallel to the axis are evidently common to

both parts of the orthoptic curve. It is also olivious that the Limagon has double contact

with tho cardioide, at the points where the normals to the cardioidc are also tangents. From

(21), (22) these two points are determined from the equation sin* ^, = sin* ( ^^
— «) eosL^ — ..)

which reduces totan rt^
= ±X-.

C n\, ', ',, I :.W .',1 . . ^ .v
\ .'. '--.ft't I .

• i ii;wtw

41. The more general problem of finding the isoptic curve of the cardioide is best

treated analytically; the method is obvious, so I will merely give the final result:-
' di •• • i'

The isoptic curve of the cardioide in a Pancul Liiuw^-on trhone (jeiternfimj and fixed circfex

hare the same radius — -;
, the generating point of the moving circle being distant

Sa-T—.— from its cctitre, where a is the angle thro which one tangent (always in contact
sma ,r.,y.v\.,.i

?*.'V .ikfl 'T'%K- :i'-.}

* This theorem was first annonnced by Prof. J. WOLSTENHOLHE Pi-oc. London Math, Soc. April

1878, TV 827-830 "On the locus of the point of concourse of perpendicular tamjents to a cardioid"). His proof

is analytic: a geometric one was given by W. W. BASSET (E. T. B. 1890, LIII, 45). The theorem was
the subject of numeroits articles in Nbuv. C'orresp. Math. Dec. 1876, II, 401: 1877, III, 58-63: 128-125:

408-410. The locus is very, rarely g^ven in its completeness On tho one hand A. Cazahian (N. A. July

1894, XIII, 307) states that the locus is a circle, incorrectly referring for the result to Laouxbre. On
the other hand LOUCHBUR (N. A. 1892 p. 874-884) starting from a theorem of Chasles, declares tho

locus to be a P«soal Lima^on. The theorem oif Chasles referred to, is given without proof in his

Aperfu hiatorique, 1887, p. 125: "Si d'une ^|iicycloid«, engcr.dreo par un point d'une circonfi6rence de

"cerde qui sronle sur un autre eercle fixe, un eirconscrit des angles tons ^gaux entre eux, leurs

"sommeui seront ^ sitn^s sur une epicycloKdo allongoe on raocqurcie". The particular case of the

cardioide or hoptio carve shows that this theorem Js inaccurate. One may, of course regard tho

orthoptic curve as turo epitrochoids, if the circle be thought of as generated by two infinitely small

oireles, the tracing point of the rolling circle beings distant 3a from its centre.

.V

>-:
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with the curve) would turn, in passlnjiC into the position of the other. When a=n2 wo

get the Linia^'on of the last section.

4)1. It may he worth while to indicate sonic other Limaqons wWeh arc conncetf»d

/ with the cardioide.

' The coordinates (f, >/) of the centre of the circle on a radius of curvature of the car-

dioide as diameter, one easily finds {Fig. I) (0 origin) to he f = a/g(4cos8— cos2 6),

,, = a/a (4 sin H - sin 2 «) since P is the point (Eqn.(r))]: (a (2cos «- cog 2 8), a (2 sin 8 - sin 2 8)]

and R the point [a cos H, a sin H|. Whence wo can deduce that the circle In

question cuts the base orthogonally. For f« + »/''= a« +
(
g-sing) ,(§29).

The tninjents from the focun of a rnrtlioitl to the circles on the radii of currnture of the

«urve an (linmeterx, are of constant length and equal to the radius of the base. The centres of

these circles lie on a Pascal IAma<;on tchose fixed and rolling circles have equal radius

generating point of the rolling circle being distant -^- from its centre.

3

M

k

V

and the tracing point of the rolling circle being distant a 1/(1+/*)

48. Suppose (Fig. I) PR be divided in any constant ratio ;i: ft, instead of the ratio

1:2 above; we find for the coordinates of such a point of division:

f~ * .[(2;-f^)cose-;cos2ei »;= -^_*— [(2;-f/i)sine-;8in2e]. Hence the

locus of Ihe point which divides in a constant ratis (X.fji) the portions of the normal to the

4;ardioide, intercepted beticeen it and its base, is an epitrochoide whose generating circles have

a(2X+p)
equal radtus —T7f~r~X'

Jrom its centre.

We can evidently extend this theorem and say:

The /ocus of the points which divide the radii of curvature of a cardioide in a constant

ratio is a Pascal Limofon.

44. The focus, 0, of a cardioide has some interesting properties in connection with

the parallel tangents to the curve. . «V' j^:*:":^.;" rt 3^

I. If the cusp S be origin and the tangent at any point (r, 9), meet the double

tangent in p„ the angle piOS=6»2. For, (Fig. I) the equation of the double tangent is

i=a/2 and 0T,=3a; if then we erect a perpendicular to OT, at it's middle point Z, say,

it passes thio Pj and we have the three triangles TjZpi, ZOpi, and the triangle formed by

piO, the axis and the double tangent, equal in all respects. So that Z.p,TiO=z_TiOpi

=Z.piOS=e/2. Whence (first part of § 40) the theorem:-

riii^wawKE-'sf-hrn^
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If the three pointu ;»,, /»,, /*8 where anif three parallel tninjentit to a rnrdiinile, nU the

*louble tuntjetU, are Joined to the Jmm 0, the nnylen /», Op^, /», Op^ are each etjual to 60*.

II. We have ohscrvt'd, that if the tangent at any point Pi of a cardioide nuu't tho

•double tanKont in p,, ZpiI*iS=Z.piOS=«2 Hence a cirdo can bo described thro p„P,, 0,8.

(Conversely, if iLp,P,S«z.p,0S=«/2 (where p, is a point on the double tangent, and I'l a

point on the cardioide whose polar anj?le is 6), the line pi Pi, is tangent to the cardioide at P,.

But the circle cuts tho double tangent a second time in pt and the cardioide a second

time in Pi; hence paP« is tangent to the cardioide at Pi. Now by inversion of a property

of the parabola'^ we can show that the line PiPi is also tangent to the cardioide. Wo
have then tho following theorem:— Any cirvle thro the map and focun of the cardioide cutn

.the curre ayin in two (real) points I\,l\, and its double > 'Hi/ it in Pi,p^. Then, the linen

PiPf, P\P\, PfPt, are tangent to the cardioide. Conversely, any tangent to a cardioide meets

/he curre again in Pi,/*,. If the tangents to the curre at P\,P^, meet the double tangent in

fii, Pt, the points Pi,Pt,Pi,Pt> ^«« o« « cjir/* thro the cmp and focus q/" the cardioide.

fA -'-f .

III. It was shown by Kiefert that the area of the triangles formed by joining the points

•of contact of parallel tangents to the cardioide r = 2a(l — cosS), is constantly equal to 9^3a 4;

further, these triangles have a common centre of gravity, 0, the centre of the base.

45. The analytic work of finding the envelop of the sides of the triangles mentioned

in part III of the last paragraph is very long; the final result, is however worth

4Btating:—
1

"•

The envelope of the sides of the triangles formed by joining the points of contact of

parallel tangents of the cardioide r=:2a(l — co8S) is the Trisectrix of Maclaurin, of Chapters I

<ind II, whose equation is rcos—-— =-5-. ^ ,•

In particular, the tangents to the trisectrix at its double point make an angle of 120o

with one another. For, the tangents are the lines joining the points of contact of the car-

dioide tangents parallel to the axis. ,

4M. We wUl close this chapter in noting yet other Liraa^ons connected with the car-

* Given a parabola y*=s4ax with focus S, and the fixed point (— 8r,o). If any line thro the

£xed point outs the parabola in Pi,P|, the circle SPtPt is tangent to the parabola.

f KiEFEB. "Ucber zwei Brennlinien des Kreises" (Progr. d. Thurgauischen Kantonschule) 1892.
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dioide. The lorm of the middle points (S,r]) of the chords, A, of a mnlioide subtending a

comfant anjle, a, at the cwtp is a Lima^on. . '^
.

For, from Equation (3), , .

'Mn'V'

, (

' I

2 f = a [2 cos e - a - cos 2 e - a - 1+2 cos e - cos 2 0-1]

2 J? = a [2 sin e"-v'a - sin 2 B + a + 2 sin 9- sin 2 6], '
«

,

m^^^^t

1. <T'

Hence, the centres of the sides of the triangles enveloping the Maclanrin Trisectrix of

§ 45 lie on a Pascal Limagon and further, from § 30, the envelope of the circles passing thro

the cusp of the cardioide and the points of meeting of A tvith the cairve, is a Linmgon.

M

* ' VI 1,
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RELATED CURVES WITH A NAME.

• •

1. Cissoide of Diodes . . .

2. Conchoide of Nicomedes. .

3. Parabola

4. Strophoide (oblique) . . .

[Nine-point circle \

' (Feuerbach's circle)

Trisectrix of Maclaurin

6. Araneide

Epi

7. Nephroid

8. "Eleven cusped" epicycloid

9. Cayley's Sextic . . . * • • • • • •

10. Cycloide «
- .< v .. .

11. Cartesian Oval •. •

12. Simple Folium ........••
fTschimhausen's Cubic)

^ \Cubique de I'Hopital j

(Semicubical Parabola^

• . < • •

Cf. no. Paragraph number

8, 9, 26, 38.

8, 9.

15, 25. 7, 20, 24, 25, 27 to 33, 44.

10, 37, 38, (3).

It . '

11, 36, 37, 38, 39, 45, 46.

12, 13, 14, 15, 16. '

12. ,
»

15, 16,'l9, 20,21, 22, 23, 32.

17. - .
.

. -:,, r. '

18. •

^

23. -

32,35. 3
32.

24.

25.

iNeil's Parabola /

Spirale k inflexion proportionelle

15. Orthog6nide

Sinusoidal Spiral

16. Lemniscate . r •

17. Rectangular Hyperbola ..."....• 15-

33, 34, 35.

33, 34.

34, 35, 37.

..tof'S'^
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No. "

,
Ct'. no. Paragraph number

^ r Radial Cuitc) ^ „.

^Rhodoncae I o

19. Folium of Descartes 87.

/ ,20.' Hyperbola .15. 9,37.

^^ r Witch of Agnesil . q^
21. {„ ,

> 00.
(Versiera )

22. LimaQon of Pascal 26/ 27. .8t, 40, 41, 42, 43, 46..

23. Astroide
*

<^ 3.

24. Positive cuspidal cardioidal pedals 19 to 23. ' -.

25. Negative cuspidal cordioidal pedals 24 to 32.

26. Orthoptic Curve 40.

27. Isoptic Curve ^1.

*
.
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I, Raymond Clare, son of Abram Newcomb Archibald, was born in Nova Scotia.

(Canada, on the ?«• of October, 1876. From the Fall of 1885 to the Spring of 1889, I was

student at the "Mount Allimn Male Acadiiny" Sackvillc, New Brunswick, (>anada.

, In the Fall of 1889 I matriculated into the Mount Allison Unirimitii, and. received my
;

B. A. degree with fivst class honor* in mathematics, in the Spring of 1894; during the

whole of my course I studied mathematics with Prof. Sidney W. Hnntcn. Kurther, in the

Spring of 1894, I received a "Ttarhtr'a Diploma" from the Mount Allison Consn-mtonj of

Music, having completed the required three years' course in violin playing and the theory of

music. In 1894-95 1 was teacher of Mathematics in the Mount Allison Ladies' ('ollego and

in the Spring of 1895 received an "Artist's Diploma" for violin playing from the Consi'vvutonj.

In the Fall of '95 I matriculated into Ifumml Vnirft'sitij, Cambridge (Mass.) United States,

and here, for the next three years, T continued my studies in Mathematics and Astronomy

under Profs. W. H Byeily, B. 0. Peirce, J. M. Peirce, W. F. Osgood, Maxinie Bochei- and

Asaph Hall. At the end of my first year, 189(l» 1 received the diploma of B. A.; at the

end of tho second, 1897, the diploma of M. A.; while during the third, I was pursuing

advanced work.

In the Fall of 1898 1 matriculated into BerUn Unircrsiti/ and remained two semesters,

hearing lectures by Profs. Schwarz and Fuchs. Since Oct. 1899 I have studied Mathe-

matics and Astronomy at the Univn-sitij in SfmsshHi-;/, under Profs. Weber, Reye, Roth and

Becker. For the invariable kindness shown to him by all, the author would like at this

point to express bis grateful appreciation; but especially would he like to mention. Prof.

Reye who has ever been so .ready with his help and counsel with regard to the accom-

panying thesis, i .• -.
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